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and, presently, the positions and, therefore, the identity, of the two bows would become unquestionably different, from which it follows, that as the eyes of two observers must always be separated by a greater or less distance, their bows must also be correspondingly separated and different —different in the sense that they have different positions and are produced by different drops. In short, since the rainbow is a special distribution of colors (produced in a particular way) with reference to a definite point—the eye of the observer—and as no single distribution can be the same for two separate points, it follows that two observers do not, and- cannot, see the same rainbow.
"Can one see the same rainbow by reflection that he see directly?" An object seen by reflection in a plane surface is seen by the same rays that, but for the mirror, would have focused to a point on a line normal to it from the eye, and as far back of it as the eye is in ront. But, as just explained, the bows appropriate to two different points are produced by different drops; hence, a bow seen by reflection is not the same as the one seen directly.
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FIG. 182.—Reflected rainbow.
Reflected Rainbows.—Since rainbows occasionally are seen reflected in smooth bodies of water they deserve, perhaps, a somewhat fuller explanation than that just given.
Let an observer be at 0 (Fig. 182). Under proper conditions of rain and sunshine he will see, directly, a primary bow due to drops on the surface of a cone formed by rotating OP about OX, parallel to 8P, keeping the angle POX, roughly 42°, constant; and by reflection in the surface of the water W another primary bow due to drops on the surface of a

